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ABSTRACT

Background: Improving college student wellness continues to be a challenge due to concerns related to lifestyle, unhealthy behavior, and lack of accessible supports, often resulting in poor academic performance and high drop-out rates. As a result there has been an increase in wellness-promoting academic courses across colleges and universities with the goal of helping students to establish healthy lifestyle behaviors.

Aim: This article critically reviews the existing literature related to college courses designed to promote student wellness.

Methods: This scoping review examines research related to courses designed to improve wellness within the college student population between the years 2000-2017 using multiple electronic databases.

Results: Review findings include a lack of rigorous research designs, lack of integration of evidence-based models of wellness, challenges associated with consensus conceptualizations of wellness, fidelity, and replicability of wellness-related courses.

Conclusions: Wellness as an emerging paradigm continues to gain attention in the literature, particularly related to college students. However, there is a need for more rigorous study designs, examination of mechanisms of change, and consensus related to conceptualizations of wellness and component definitions to inform wellness-promotion efforts, and ultimately support health-enhancing change within the existing lifestyle culture on college campuses.
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and overall health promotion. The World Health Organization supports this multidimensional conceptualization of wellness, defining health as a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being; not merely the absence of disease or infirmity (WHO, 2013).

Within the academic community, concerns related to college student wellness have been well documented (Calicchia & Graham, 2006). Significant evidence supports the premise that many of today’s university students have existing precursors to chronic health problems including obesity, elevated blood sugar, and cholesterol (Sacheck, Kuder, & Economos, 2010). In addition, data pertaining to lifestyle-related issues in the student population indicate poor diet, low levels of physical activity, and lack of stress management strategies (Downes, 2015), which can result in poor performance and high attrition rates (Calicchia & Graham, 2006; Taras, 2005). Moreover, these concerns ultimately place students at a higher risk for major illness and death, both immediately and throughout their lives (Smith et al., 2013). Research demonstrates that emotional and psychological wellness among college students also continues to be an area of concern in terms of both impairment and prevalence. College students experience mental health problems of greater severity and complexity, and the overall number of students seeking help continues to grow (Watkins, Hunt, & Eisenberg, 2012). Issues associated with college students’ well-being are compounded by increased demands on campus resources for health and mental health, resulting in a lack of adequate available support systems (Kitzrow, 2003; Watkins, et al., 2012).

As a response to the wellness-related needs of college students, the prevalence of academic courses that integrate health promotion has increased dramatically across college and university campuses (Kulina, Warfield, Jonaitis, Dean, & Corbin, 2009), in an effort to help students develop knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors needed to adopt healthy behaviors. The purpose of this scoping review is to provide a preliminary assessment of the existing outcome literature related to college wellness-promotion courses, and examine the nature and rigor of research evidence (Grant & Booth, 2009). Increased awareness of these course outcomes, along with identification of their commonalities and differences (e.g. course delivery, format) should yield an identification of areas of need and establish recommendations for future research.

This review examines the literature related specifically to courses designed to enhance wellness within the college student population. Search parameters included peer-reviewed studies that were published within the years 2000-2017. This range was selected due to the emergence of this particular type of intervention and the related research focused on college student wellness during this time period, as well as the dearth of relevant outcome studies prior to the indicated parameters. Various electronic databases were used including Academic Onefile, Academic Search Complete, MasterFILE Complete, WorldCat.org, OAlster, and Google Scholar. One particular challenge faced by this review was the lack of a standardized definition for the construct of wellness. Wellness may be described as “a way of life oriented toward optimal health and well-being, in which mind, body, and spirit are integrated by the individual to live life more fully within the human and natural community” (Myers, Sweeney, & Witmer, 2000, p. 252). “Well-being” according to the CDC, “includes the presence of positive emotions and moods, the absence of negative emotions, satisfaction with life, fulfillment and positive functioning” (CDC, 2013). The overlap in conceptualization of these constructs led to the inclusion of both search terms. Therefore this review cross-referenced both “wellness” and “well-being” with “college” and “university” to obtain all relevant results. The organization of this review includes major sections discussing: background related to wellness as a multidimensional construct, studies focusing on outcomes of university wellness courses, wellness course format (e.g. online, face-to-face), and discussion of findings. A table
is included that highlights sample, methodology, and outcomes for relevant wellness-focused studies with the college student population for the past ten years.

Wellness Courses

A number of published studies focus on outcomes of university wellness-based academic courses. Although the curriculum content, outcomes, and assessment methods varied considerably, these studies were consistent in their efforts to evaluate the impact of health and wellness courses on college students. For example, McCormick and Lockwood (2006) examined pre and post-course differences in perception and knowledge of wellness topics using a sample of 225 college students enrolled in a ‘Lifetime Wellness’ course. The authors used a 96-item knowledge test covering course content and a perception survey designed to assess students’ confidence in answering wellness-related questions to measure outcomes from the course, and found significantly higher perception ($p < .01$) and knowledge scores on post-course measures ($p < .01$).

Lockwood and Wohl (2012) utilized the TestWell Wellness Inventory – Standard Edition (TWI-SE) (National Wellness Institute, 1999), the General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE) (Sherer et al., 1982), and the Physical Self-Efficacy Scale (PSES) (Ryckman, Robbins, Thornton, & Cantrell, 1982) to assess changes in wellness behaviors, and global and physical self-efficacy as a result of participation in a 15-week ‘Lifetime Wellness’ course. This quasi-experimental study utilized a convenience sample of 71 students enrolled in a required course. Data reflected significant changes in physical fitness and nutrition behaviors ($\text{Pre } M = 28.7, \text{Post } M = 31.0; p < .01$), physical self-efficacy ($\text{Pre } M = 89.4, \text{Post } M = 93.5; p < .01$), perceived physical ability ($\text{Pre } M = 42.6, \text{Post } M = 44.8; p < .01$), and physical self-perception ($\text{Pre } M = 49.8, \text{Post } M = 52.2; p < .01$). Similarly, Higgins, Lauzon, Yew, Bratseth and Morley (2009) also examined the impact of a semester-long academic course, with perceptions of wellness as the primary outcome variable. The study did not incorporate a validated wellness measure. Instead, the 346 undergraduate participants completed “one-minute” reflective papers on the final day of class [that were analyzed for particular themes and outcomes]. Implications of course participation included a more holistic understanding of health, including physical, psychological and spiritual well-being, as well as an explicit desire for a greater sense of community and belonging.

Wharf Higgins, Lauzon, Yew, Bratseth, and McLeod (2010) utilized a mixed method, two-phased approach in a study of wellness practices among Canadian university students and the impact of a ‘Personal Health and Wellness’ (PHW) course on student wellness practices. Using the standardized TestWell questionnaire, Phase I of the study revealed overall mean wellness scores of 779.7 out of 1,000 or “good” among the 855 primarily undergraduate students, with the highest scores reflected in sexuality and safety, and lowest in physical activity and nutrition. Phase II results demonstrated significant change for PHW students’ overall wellness scores from pre-intervention ($M = 794.24$) to post-intervention ($M = 827.33; p < .01$). The study also identified significant change in specific dimensions including nutrition ($p < .01$), social and environmental wellness ($p < .01$), emotional wellness ($p < .01$), occupational wellness ($p = .05$), and values ($p < .05$).

The effectiveness of a wellness promotion seminar for first year students was assessed by Conley, Travers, and Bryant (2013). The study used a quasi-experimental cohort-controlled design. Participants were first-year undergraduate students enrolled in either a ‘Promoting Psychosocial Wellness’ seminar ($n = 29$) or a ‘Global Citizenship’ seminar ($n = 22$). A variety of measures that focused on psychosocial adjustment, positive well-being, negative distress, stress management, and perceived improvements were administered at the beginning and end of the academic year. Although analyses revealed no significant group main effects for psychosocial adjustment or stress
management outcomes, significant between-group differences were found for perceived improvements in both domains (psychosocial adjustment, \( p < .05 \); stress management, \( p < .01 \)) among participants post-intervention. Choate and Smith (2003), also examined changes in wellness with a sample of first year college students. Integrating the Wheel of Wellness model (Witmer & Sweeney, 1991) into a semester-long, one-credit course, researchers found that students’ wellness scores increased significantly over the course of the semester using the Wellness Evaluation of Lifestyle (WEL; Myers, Sweeney, & Witmer, 2000) \((M = 76.1, SD = 6.9; p < .01)\) with notable changes in stress management and nutrition.

The impact of wellness courses were assessed specific to medically-focused curricula. Hawk, Rupert, Hyland and Odhwani (2005) used pre and post-course measures with a sample of 165 chiropractic students enrolled in a required “wellness concepts” course. Although the study did not examine changes in perceived wellness or wellness-related behaviors, it examined student intentions to use wellness-related practices, and students’ familiarity with key wellness concepts. Outcomes included increases in students’ familiarity with key concepts, and were significant for all but two of 23 topics. However, few changes were detected in their intention to use various wellness practices. Lee and Graham (2001) analyzed essays \((n = 54)\) and follow-up surveys \((n = 22)\) completed by medical students enrolled in an elective wellness-based course. Included in the essays were: a critique of the wellness course, description of medical school stressors, coping strategies, and future wellness plans. Findings indicated that students were able to identify common stressors of medical school, coping strategies including emotional venting and accessing support systems, and an appreciation of the importance of personal wellbeing.

While not specifically examining the impact of academic courses on overall wellness, several studies have utilized wellness-based college courses as a forum to investigate specific domains or aspects of wellness. For example, LaFountaine, Neisen, and Parsons (2006) used a ‘Skills for Healthy Living’ course as a forum to examine various components of wellness with a sample of first-year college students \((N = 1,007)\). Results from this cross-sectional study indicated that on a scale ranging up to a score of 100, students scored highest on subscales for love \((M = 85.67)\) and self-worth \((M = 83.81)\), and lowest on subscales for nutrition \((M = 67.16)\) and stress management \((M = 73.48)\) using the Wellness Evaluation of Lifestyle (WEL; Myers, Sweeney, & Witmer, 2000). Nelms, Hutchins, Hutchins, and Pursley (2007) specifically focused on spiritual and physical aspects of wellness among college students enrolled in a ‘Personal Health and Wellness’ course. Instruments included the Spirituality Scale (SS) (Delaney, 2005) and the College Student Appraisal of Risks Survey (CARS) (Nelms, Hutchins, Hutchins, & Pursley, 2007). Among the findings were significant relationships between spirituality and self-reported physical health \((r = .180; p < .05)\), and consequently, higher levels of physical activity predicted higher scores on the SS \((p < .05)\).

Muller, Dennis, and Gorrow (2006) examined differences in emotional wellness among college students enrolled in a lecture-only health-related course compared with similar curriculums that specifically integrated an exercise component. A convenience sample of 584 college students completed select subscales of the Self-Perception Profile for College Students (Neeman & Harter, 1986). Results demonstrated significant pre- and post-intervention differences for those students enrolled in the course that included exercise components, in four indices of emotional well-being including: Global Self-Worth \((p < .01)\), Appearance \((p < .01)\), Romantic Relationships \((p < .01)\), and Social Acceptance \((p < .01)\), while no pre/post-test differences were identified for lecture-only course participants. Similarly, Esslinger, Grimes, and Pyle (2016) investigated attitudes toward physical activity among college students enrolled in a mandatory personal wellness class. This study employed a treatment group in which a physical activity requirement was integrated into the course, and a comparison group that participated in a wellness class without an activity
requirement. Contrary to previous findings, results indicated no significant differences ($p = .11$) between experimental (Pre $M = 59.24$, Post $M = 61.89$) and control (Pre $M = 59.64$, Post $M = 62.39$) groups in attitudes based on a required physical activity component.

**WELLNESS COURSE FORMAT**

Due in part to the evolution of internet-based education, and the subsequent potential to reach a greater number of students in a cost-effective manner, a number of recent studies have examined the effectiveness of online wellness courses. For example, Hager, George, Le Cheminant, Bailey and Vincent (2011) used a quasi-experimental design to assess the impact of a required single-semester health and wellness course on physical activity and dietary habits of college students that was delivered via online and in-person formats. Among the 2971 undergraduate student participants, pre/post changes included improved levels of self-reported physical activity ($p < .01$), fitness level ($VO_{2max}$) ($p < .01$), and diet (vegetable consumption) ($p < .01$). Additionally, face to face delivery was more effective than the online delivery format in improving diet ($p < .01$) and physical activity ($p < .01$). Everhart and Dimon (2013) also examined the impact of course delivery on wellness-related habits, comparing traditional, on-line, and blended formats with a sample of 103 college students. Students who completed the wellness course demonstrated improved muscular strength exercise ($p < .05$) and decreased red meat intake ($p < .01$) regardless of format. However, traditional or blended course formats were shown to improve cardiovascular endurance more than the exclusively online format ($p < .05$) (Everhart & Dimon, 2013).

Conversely, the results of an examination of wellness course delivery by Milroy, Orsini, Abundo, and Sidman (2013) conflicted with the previously-mentioned studies. Using the Perceived Wellness Survey (PWS) (Adams, Bezner, & Steinhardt, 1997), this study examined perceptions of wellness among college students ($N = 378$) enrolled in a required physical activity and wellness course in face-to-face, online, or hybrid delivery formats. Findings indicated that students in hybrid or online format classes ($M = 166.81$, $SD = 25.37$) had higher perceived wellness scores than students in face to face classes ($M = 160.85$, $SD = 25.43$; $p < .05$). Sidman, Fiala and D’Abundo (2011) also examined online, face-to-face, and blended formats in their evaluation of exercise motivation of college students. For this study, 602 students were surveyed using a demographic questionnaire and the Behavioral Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire (BREQ-2) (Markland, 2000). Primary findings indicated that exercise motivation was not related to self-selected enrollment in online, face-to-face, or blended course formats ($p > .05$).

**DISCUSSION**

The current review has identified the need for improved rigor in study design and methodology for research related to wellness-focused courses in higher education. Although numerous studies incorporate quasi-experimental, pre-post designs, there is a lack of research comparing course effectiveness with an appropriate control group. To improve the adoption and dissemination of wellness-promoting courses within the college student population, research design needs to move beyond the assessment of students’ perceptions of personal wellness, influences on student wellness, and pre-post changes in wellness. The use of true experimental research designs that compare wellness-based courses with control groups or alternative evidence-based modalities would help to establish a more rigorous research base, and effectively address the growing needs of the college student population.
Similarly, few empirical studies reviewed in this study assessed lasting impacts. Although there is some compelling evidence of academic course effectiveness in improving college student wellness, additional research should include follow-up assessment. For example, Lockwood and Wohl (2012) demonstrated significant changes in physical fitness and nutrition behaviors as a result of participation in a 15-week wellness course. Follow-up assessment at six and/or twelve months would help to illuminate the sustained impact of these interventions over time, and clarify whether participants maintained changes in lifestyle behaviors as a result of these interventions. This additional rigor may also help to clarify which intervention types, formats, approaches, and wellness models are most effective in contributing to lasting change.

The lack of a standardized, consensus definition for the construct of wellness and the limited use of evidence-based wellness models contributes to the challenges in establishing a clear understanding of the most effective approaches to improving college student wellness. Most evidence-based models of wellness are multidimensional in nature, and frequently include domains that reference the social, spiritual, emotional, physical, and intellectual dimensions of human functioning (Roscoe, 2009). Although some studies have assessed multiple domains of wellness (e.g. LaFountaine, Neisen, & Parsons, 2006; Muller, Dennis, & Gorrow, 2006), the vast majority of studies to date have focused primarily on the domain of physical wellness, and its related behaviors and outcomes such as nutrition and physical activity (e.g. Esslinger, Grimes, & Pyle, 2016; Everhart & Dimon, 2013). Of the outcome studies included in this review, only one examined a wellness course that integrated an evidence-based model of wellness (Choate & Smith, 2003), further illustrating the disconnect between wellness as an evidence-based, multidimensional construct, and the way that it is conceptualized in the majority of wellness-promotion college courses. To truly promote wellness among college student populations, courses should integrate holistic, evidence-based models aimed at facilitating growth across multiple domains of functioning. In the absence of a universally accepted model of wellness, a common factors approach (e.g. Roscoe, 2009) may facilitate course replication and evaluation across multiple contexts.

Similar to conclusions made by Osborn (2005) in her review of research on college student wellness, consistent use of validated wellness measures would also help to minimize variation among outcomes and reinforce the multidimensional nature of wellness. Although the subjective nature of wellness can be beneficial for facilitating individualized practices among college students, consistent utilization of validated measures may provide a greater benefit by contributing to outcomes that are more readily comparable, thereby providing more consistent interpretations of these complex constructs. Several studies included in this review utilized informal measures or instruments designed for a specific study (e.g. Everhart & Dimon, 2013), while others used reliable, validated instruments measuring constructs related to, but not directly assessing wellness (e.g. Satisfaction with Life Scale; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985). Few of the studies identified in this review incorporated measures specifically validated for assessing wellness (e.g. Lockwood & Wohl, 2012; Milroy, Orsini, Abundo, & Sidman, 2013).

In conjunction with the challenges associated with a lack of consensus definition and utilization of numerous wellness instruments, an additional complicating factor is the difficulty in ensuring fidelity and replicability due to the variability inherent in academic coursework. The numerous wellness conceptualizations and models utilized as a course framework make comparisons across universities, and between courses and formats, difficult. Additionally, inconclusive differential findings between web-based or traditional face to face course formats indicate a need for further research in this area. Also of note, the existence of numerous potential confounding variables (e.g. time of year/semester, student population, instructor competence/effectiveness) limits the ability to assess mechanisms of change which in turn creates challenges related to fidelity and replicability. For example, the studies included in this
review consistently assessed the impacts of semester-long courses but little information was provided about the number of credit hours or frequency of class meetings, creating potential variations in the intensity of the wellness promoting education and activities.

An examination of the mechanisms of change and opportunities to minimize variability is essential for effectively moving beyond single group, quasi-experimental, and cross-sectional designs toward more rigorous controlled research studies. A component analysis across multiple universities and courses would provide insight into the most impactful aspects of wellness courses in both traditional and online formats, and serve as a template for replication. Once impactful components have been identified, a more standardized approach to college wellness courses can be established, consistent measures can be utilized, and randomization and comparison groups can be employed to increase rigor and control for extraneous variables.

CONCLUSION

This scoping review illustrated an emerging research base related to wellness-promoting college and university courses. Among the findings are challenges associated with consensus definitions and the integration of evidence-based models of wellness, lack of research study rigor, and limited generalizability of wellness courses. As the field of wellness continues to gain acceptance as an emerging paradigm for healthcare and health promotion, the understanding of its multidimensional nature should influence promotion interventions. To ensure that a more consistent, evidence-based conceptualization of wellness, as defined by the literature is being targeted, evidence-based models that include multiple domains (e.g. social, emotional) should be integrated into courses. Due to the prominent health and wellness-related challenges among that college students face on a regular basis (Calicchia & Graham, 2006; Watkins et al., 2012), this population is ideal for wellness-related research. Preliminary assessment of the wellness promotion research within the college student population indicates an overall lack of rigor, which could be improved with an increase in controlled, longitudinal studies that will further reinforce wellness as a priority across college campuses.
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